Abstract-Web information contain plentiful, significant knowledge which is eager to be explored by users. Effective semantic layered technology not only can provide theoretical support for knowledge discovery in Web resources, but also can improve the searching efficiency of the related information system. This paper builds the multi-layer theory of association semantic based on the power-law distribution of linking keywords. First, some experiments of four types of keywords with different linking role are done to discover the possible distribution law. Experiment results show that four types of keywords are all reveal power-law distribution. Then, based on the discovered power-law distribution, the multi-layer theory of association semantic is built. The multi-layer theory of association semantic can provide a theoretical support for knowledge recommendation with different particle size on Association Link Network (ALN).
INTRODUCTION
Web information contain plentiful, significant knowledge including explicit and implicit knowledge [1] . How to organize these Web information for facilitating knowledge discovery has been deeply by some researchers. Association Link Network (ALN) is a kind of Semantic Link Network built by mining the association relations among Web resources for effectively supporting Web intelligent application such as Web semantic association search, Web knowledge discovery and recommendation [2, 3] . Xu et al. have studied on cloud environment for surveillance data management using video structural description [4] , generating temporal semantic context of concepts [5] . Zhu et al presents discovering and learning communities and emerging semantics in Semantic Link Network [6] . With the rapid development of information technology, human kinds are more likely to read and share information by similar intelligent applications. For example, the distributed and collaborative learning [7] , semantic representation of scientific documents for supporting elearning [8] , discovering and searching of correlation between shared resources [9] , and smart component technologies for human centric computing [10] ,etc.
Based on the these research about ALN, this paper explores the multi-layer theory of association semantic to provide theoretical support of knowledge discovery, recommendation on different particles/layers for users. The significant contributions of this paper are as follows:
 The power-law distribution of four types of keywords with different linking role. According to the role of association semantic link, two kinds of semantic features are defined. Further, association semantic links are with extracted on different supports to compute the distribution of four kinds of keywords. All the keywords with association semantic role reveal obvious power-law distribution characteristic.
 The multi-layer theory of association semantic. Based on the power-law distribution of association keywords, Association Semantic Concentric (ASC) is defined. And corollary about the relations between the ASC and the exponent of power-law distribution is presented. Larger exponent of power-law distribution leads to smaller average value of ASC. In addition, the corollary about changing trend of ASC among any two adjacent layers is proved.
To the best of our knowledge, the multi-layer method of association semantic has not been well studied in existing work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, two semantic features and four kinds of keywords in association links are given. In section III, The distribution of four kinds of keywords is presented. In section IV, the layered theory of association semantic are proposed. In section V, the multi-layer theory is validated by experiments. Finally, section VI concludes the work of this paper.
II. TWO SEMANTIC FEATURES AND FOUR KINDS OF KEYWORDS IN ASSOCIATION LINKS
Different types of keywords have different roles in association semantic links. In this section, we will analyze the semantic association tendency (i.e., active traction and passive traction) of keywords to divide these keywords into four types of keywords. Note that these keywords are domain keywords which are extracted by the prior extracting method from Web resources [2] .
A. Two semantic features Definition 1: Active Traction Feature of Keyword (ATF)
Active Traction Feature of Keyword (ATF) is a kind of semantic feature which is owned by antecedent keyword in a keyword-level association semantic link. In our research, a keyword with active traction feature must satisfy the following two conditions.  A keyword m k with ATF must be extracted from a domain Web resources on a given time window. This can ensure that this keyword can be used as a element of representing domain knowledge.
 The keyword must be used as an antecedent keyword occurred in one or more association semantic links.
This type of semantic feature comes from two types of knowledge. One is well-known knowledge which is human's association cognitive sense hidden in human mind. For example, association link{"insulin"->"diabetes"}in health domain belongs to this type of knowledge. The other is unknown knowledge which must be mined from massive data. For example, association link {"polio"->"Bill Gates"} belongs to this type of knowledge. Here, "insulin" and "polio" all have active traction semantic feature.
Usually, a keyword with ATF can be used to describe the attribute of an object, event. Or it is used to describe the part of an object, event. For example, in Figure 1 (a), the keyword "woman" is an object which has been listed four attributes (described using keywords with active traction feature) such as "supplement", "menopause", "pregnancy" and "fertility". In Figure 1 (b), "Google" and "apple" are two the described objects , which have been listed some active traction features such as "search", "iPad" and so on. Passive Traction Feature of Keyword (PTF) is another kind of semantic feature which is owned by descendant keyword in a keyword-level association semantic link. In our research, a keyword with passive traction feature must satisfy the following two conditions.  A keyword m k with PTF must be extracted from a domain Web resources on a given time window. This kind of keyword is also used as a element of representing domain knowledge.
 The keyword must be used as an descendant keyword occurred in one or more association semantic links.
Usually, those concept keywords with high frequency has this type of semantic feature. For example, association link{"pregnancy"->"woman"}in human health domain (see Figure 1 (a)), "woman" has passive traction feature. Similar keyword example with PTF include "emission", "climate" in environment domain, "Google" and "apple" in Internet domain.
In general, what semantic feature a keyword owns, ATF or PTF, is determined by its own semantic meaning. In anyway, it is the basic unit of semantic representation of Web resources. Semantic feature is the source of the semantic link from a Web resource to other Web resources. A Web resource is linked to other Web resources which are related to its ATF and PTF keywords. This problem will be discussed in the next section.
B. Four kinds of keywords
Based on the two basic semantic features, active traction and passive traction, all the extracted the keywords to be used as representation of domain knowledge from the Web resource [2] are divided into the following four types.
Definition 3: Active Traction Keyword (ATK)
For a keyword m k , if it belongs to active traction keyword, it must satisfy the following two conditions.  This keyword must be extracted from a domain Web resources and must be appointed/defined as one of the domain keywords by the TF/IDF method. This ensures that it can be used as a element of representing the semantic of Web resources.
 This keyword only has the semantic feature of active traction. That is, it must occur as the antecedent keyword of a keyword-level association semantic link on a given time window. Certainly, this association semantic link is the part of the keyword-level association semantic network.
Definition 4: Passive Traction Keyword (PTK)
Similar to the definition of ATK, if a keyword m k belongs to passive traction keyword, it also must satisfy the following two conditions. One is that it must be one of the domain keywords extracted from a domain Web resources. The other is that it only has the semantic feature of passive traction. That is, it must occur as the descendent keyword of a keyword-level association semantic link on a given time window. As a Bridging Traction Keyword (BTK), it has two types of semantic feature. That is, in a association semantic link, it occurs as the antecedent keyword which has the semantic feature of active traction. In another association link, it appears as descendent keyword which has the semantic feature of passive traction. Certainly, it is a necessary condition that it is one of the domain keywords extracted from a domain Web resources. Obviously, this type of keywords has more important link role in the semantic representation of Web resources.
Definition 6: Non-Traction Keyword (NTK)
The fourth type of keyword is on the convert to the BTK in the semantic feature. It has not the two semantic features of active traction and passive traction. It is only used as one of the domain keywords extracted from a domain Web resources to represent the semantic of Web resources.
Based on the definitions of four kinds of keywords, we can simply plot their modes as Figure 2 .
Usually, those concept keywords with high frequency has this type of semantic feature. For example, association link{"pregnancy"->"woman"}in human health domain (see Figure 1 (a)), "woman" has passive traction feature. Similar keyword example with PTF include "emission", "climate" in environment domain, "Google" and "apple" in Internet domain. 
III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF FOUR KINDS OF KEYWORDS
In this section, we use the Web resources of a month belonging to the health domain as the researched data set. We explore the distributions of four kinds of keywords on the different/variable supports of association semantic links (ASLs). At the same time, the distributions of all keywords and ASLs are analyzed to do comparisons with the distributions of four kinds of keywords.
Our analysis is carried out on different supports. So, we first give the calculation procedure of the distribution by adjusting the support as following. end; Note that, in this analyzing algorithm, the support is simplified as an integer variable. Usually, the support is the proportion of the document frequency and the total number of Web resources. Because the total number of Web resources is fixed in our adjusting process, so the support can be simplified as an integer variable.
According to this adjusting process, the distribution of four kinds of keywords, the related ASLs and their regression results are plotted as Figure 3 . Table I . In Table I , "b" denotes the exponent of power-law regression, "R" denotes the the complex correlation coefficient of regression analysis. From Table I , we can find the following coincident result.
The result of regression analysis: four kinds of keywords and the related ASLs except NTK strictly follow power-law distribution. Higher complex correlation coefficients show the correctness of regression analysis. More importantly, the "core semantic" gradually occurs with the bigger support of ASLs.
IV. THE LAYERED THEORY OF ASSOCIATION SEMANTIC
In this section, we first give the basic idea of the layered theory. Then, the layered theory based on semantic concentric degree is presented.
A. The basic idea of the layered theory
From the result of regression analysis in section 3, all the keywords with semantic traction feature, ATK, PTk and BTK, follow power-law distribution. At the same time, the keywords and related ASLs are becoming less with the occurring of larger support of ASLs. This means that some "basic semantic" are stripped and the "core semantic" gradually occurs.
If we regard the keywords-level association semantic network at a given support as a filled circle. Then we have some concentric circles on different supports(from Figure 4 (a) to Figure 4(b) ). Further, these concentric circles can be simplified/reduced as Figure 4 (c). After that, the simplified concentric circles can be mapped into multi-layer semantic shown as Figure 4 (d).
Definition 7: Three-layer Association Semantic(TL-AS)
For the Web resources on a given time window, we can get some keywords-level association semantic network (k-ALN) 12 Figure 4(c) . Then, three-layer association semantic can defined as the following.  1 G can be named as "basic semantic" of the Web resources on the given time window. This corresponds to the outer of concentric circles in Figure 3(c) .
G can be named as "main semantic" of the Web resources on the given time window. This corresponds to the middle of concentric circles in Figure 3(c) .
 j G can be named as "core semantic" of the Web resources on the given time window. This corresponds to the inner of concentric circles in Figure 3(c) . 
B. The layered theory based on semantic concentric degree
Based on the basic idea of the layered theory, we present the detail layered theory and its related concept.
Definition 8: Association Semantic Concentricity (ASC)
Association semantic concentric is the repeatability score of association semantic containing in two k-ALNs , ij GG. For the Web resources on a given time window, if two supports {} ij fre fre  are given, two related k-ALNs , ij GG can be achieved by Luo's method [3] . ASC ( , ) ij ASC G G can be defined as, (4) and (6) 
Similarly,
V. EXPERIMENT & RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the experimental data and result analysis to verify the multi-layer theory of association semantic.
A. Experimental data
Three domain news data are selected from Website http://www.reuters.com, including health, environment and internet, to building Web keywords-level ALN on different For each domain news data, we independently execute the extracting method of association semantic link on a adjustable support. The initial value of the adjustable support is set as 2. Then, it is increased gradually. The increasing step is 1. The association semantic concentric of any two adjacent layer keywords-level ALNs are been computed by the definition 7. The computed results are listed in Table II .
B. The layered theory based on semantic concentric degree
In Table II , the column "sup" denotes two supports of two adjacent layers. "H-ASC" , "I-ASC" and "E-ASC" respectively denote the association semantic concentric of health, Internet and environment news domains. And the average value of association semantic concentric of each domain are listed in the last row of Table II .
From Table II , we can conclude the following conclusions:
 Larger exponent of power-law distribution leads to smaller average value of ASC. It verifies the correctness of the Corollary 2. We compare the results of power-law exponent listed in Table I and the average value of association semantic concentric listed in Table II . The keywords-level ALN of environment news domain has the largest power-law exponent and the smallest association semantic concentric.
 It has larger association semantic concentric at larger support between two adjacent layers. It verifies the correctness of the Corollary 3. From Table II , Although a few decreasing of association semantic concentric has occurred, this kind of increasing trend of two adjacent layers in total is obvious. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The multi-layer theory of association semantic not only can provide theoretical support for knowledge services such as knowledge discovery in Web resources, knowledge recommendation with different particle size but also can improve the searching efficiency of searching system. Our contributions are as the follows:
(1) We have discovered the power-law distribution of four types of keywords with different linking role. According to the role of association semantic link, two kinds of semantic features are defined. Further, association semantic links are with extracted on different supports to compute the distribution of four kinds of keywords. All the keywords with association semantic role reveal obvious power-law distribution characteristic.
(2) We have built the multi-layer theory of association semantic. Based on the power-law distribution of association keywords, two corollaries are presented. One is the relations between the ASC and the exponent of power-law distribution. Larger exponent of power-law distribution leads to smaller average value of ASC. The other is about changing trend of ASC among any two adjacent layers.
